5305 NE 121st, Unit 912
Vancouver, WA 98682
(360) 952-8346
June 17, 2020

WE’RE MOVING - NOTICE
Backcountry Tiny Homes will be moving their operations from Washington state to New Hampshire in
August 2020. This is a significant decision and it is not one we make lightly. Unfortunately, after
covering overhead costs for several months during a covid-19 shutdown without the ability to continue
operations, we are no longer able to operate at the same capacity in our Vancouver, WA location.
Instead, the company will be able to offer the same quality and customer service from our new location
in New Hampshire with little to no interruption to clients. All existing builds at our Vancouver, WA facility
will be completed prior to our relocation and we will begin offering new builds at our New Hampshire
location in August 2020.
We understand that many clients are in need for a Washington-state based build for their tiny home
and, for that, we sincerely apologize for the disappointment and disruption this decision has caused.
For those who are concerned about delivery costs to their location, Backcountry Tiny Homes is excited
to announce that we will be offering free delivery to the 48 contiguous states from our New Hampshire
location for all future clients and existing design clients. Please see details about delivery below. Also,
we will continue to utilize our online client portal for all design and build clients to provide daily photo,
video, and commenting updates to ensure that clients feel connected and up-to-date with their tiny
home, no matter our location.
Thank you for your continued support during this unprecedented time. We’re appreciative that we have
an opportunity to continue providing quality-built tiny homes as we contribute to the ever-growing tiny
home community.

*Free delivery to the 48 contiguous states from our new location in New Hampshire. Free delivery is applicable to “land”
delivery only and does not include shipping to islands or any location that requires either water craft access or border crossing
access.

Sincerely,

Tina Orlando – Owner & Principal Engineer, Backcountry Tiny Homes

